MUNIWORLD 2022: Promoting
resilience through innovation
MUNIWORLD is a global platform for promoting local innovation, focusing on
brainstorming key challenges and threats facing Smart Cities.
Mayors and senior officials from leading global cities convene to reveal proven best
practices and exchange expertise.
MUNIWORLD 2022 will feature a 3-day unique international program focusing on
municipal resilience through innovation, environmental issues, urban planning, and
smart mobility.

MUNIEXPO 2022 International
municipal innovation conference
Tel Aviv - 6-8 December 2022

MUNIWORLD is a part of MUNIEXPO 2022 International Municipal innovation
confernce Israel's annual event, held by the Federation of Local Authorities in Israel
[FLAI]. Attended by 9,000 senior directors and managers of 258 local authorities in
Israel, the Expo provides a platform for collaborations formed during the event to
impact millions of citizens' daily lives directly.
Our international MUNIWORLD participants are granted full access to all the events of
MUNIEXPO 2022 and will enjoy exclusive tours at the fair and special networking events.

Held in partnership with the city of
Jerusalem

MUNIWORLD 2022 will be held in collaboration with The City of Jerusalem. This year
we are delighted to feature a program introducing you to the urban kaleidoscope in
Israel's Capital.
Mr. Moshe Lion, Jerusalem's Mayor, will host a reception and a formal dinner for the
participants that will enjoy a program featuring special excursions in the city,
networking with its municipal, business, and community leaders.
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Registration and participation fees
The registration and participation fees for MUNIWORLDattendants are 200
USD and include:
• Participation in all MUNIWORLDevents and excursions
• The Jerusalem Mayor's reception and formal dinner
• MUNIEXPO 2022 Gala Dinner
• MUNIWORLD 2022 Luncheon
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An island of stability amid global crisis

Amid a global, multidisciplinary crisis, people all over the globe turned to their Municipal leaders for stability,
continuity, and communal resilience.
Whether it is Covid19, the economic crisis, and the effects of the war in Ukraine and its effects on the global
energy supply, Municipalities all over the world have been demonstrating leadership, accountability, and
innovation for tackling challenges and leading sustainable urban development.
MUNIWORLD 2022 will serve as a platform for sharing your vision, methodologies, and best practices for
promoting municipal and global sustainability, resilience, and innovation that will serve cities, communities,
and residents.

MUNIWORLD will explore the following issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Municipal leadership and accountability as a factor for national stability
Innovative practices for mobilizing global sustainability
Municipal Governance: Diversity, inclusion, accessibility, and care for all
Promoting diversity and inclusion for people and communities
Cyber & security

Israel – a global smart city innovation center

Israel is one of the leading global epicenters for innovation, groundbreaking technological solutions, and
entrepreneurship.
The startup nation's innovation spirit characterizes all sectors: governmental, municipal, and business alike and
enables the promotion of cross-sectorial initiatives implemented in Israel and abroad.
MUNIEXPO 2022 has become an arena where local leaders, innovators, and entrepreneurs can plant the seeds
for ongoing cooperation to enhance urban life worldwide.

Who’s on the guest list?

MUNIEXPO is attended by mayors and municipality leaders, director generals of municipalities and
corporations, financial managers, information officers, treasurers, city planners, architects, city
improvement department heads, security officers, education, welfare, sports and culture administrators,
city and municipal council members, academic experts, procurement administrators, and more.
Government ministers and Parliament members also attend the event. Other government officials of
various ranks hold portfolios in the areas mentioned earlier, including economic experts collaborating
with the local government.
MUNIWORLD 2022 is an opportunity to learn and be exposed to the latest information and advancements in
the industry while enjoying the extensive exhibition and fascinating tours of accelerators and startups in Israel.
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